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In recent years inflation has been a world-wide problem. To stein the tide of rising prices, stabilization

authorities have called on all time economic tools available to them. During this period, there has been

growing reliance on controlling growth of the money supplies of nations to prevent inflationary increases
in total spending. However, it has been contended frequently that a country with a large foreign trade

position could not effectively control its money stock in order to avoid “imported inflation.” This is particu-
larly important if a relatively large country, such as the United States, has persistent inflation and balance-

of-payments deficits.

In the following article, Professor Manfred WilIms presents a framework within which the various

factors influencing growth of the money stock in open economies (possessing a relatively large and fluc-
tuating stock of foreign reserves) can he analyzed. The scays that actions of the monetary authorities and

time behavior of commercial banks and the nonhank public affect a nation’s money stock are discussed, and

the relative influence of these groups on the growth of money is estimated.

The article shows how changes in a nation’s trade balance and/or net capital flows influence its stock

of foreign reserves and growth of its monetary base. ~~ext, there is a discussion of the conditions under
which monetary authorities would be able to control the money stock.

Finally, the article presents empirical evidence which indicates that monetary authorities in Germany

have maintained effective control in the short run over that nation’s money stock, even though foreign re-

serves have fluctuated sharply and grown very rapidly on balance. The article also presents some special

developments in Germany, such as an application, of fiscal actions to control the money stock, which illus-

trate time interacting and opposing forces at work between monetary authorities, commercial banks and

the public in a country scitle a large and volatile foreign sector. To help the general reader follow the main

points in this article, time mathematical formulation of time money supply model and the statistical evidence

supporting the conclusions are presented in footnotes and in appendices.

Professor Wilims served as visiting sclmolar at this Bank for one year, and was engaged in research

concerning monetary theory and policy in Germany. Professor Willnus received his Pim.D. in Economics

from time University of Hamburg in 1963. lIe imas taught economics at time University of Hamburg, the Uni-
versity of Bonn, and time University of Illinois, and for the past year has been on leave from hi-s position as

Professor of Economics at the University of Bonn.
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IL) NDER THE PRESENT international monetary
system of fixed exchange- rates and free convertibility
among major Western currencies, countries with a
balance of payments deficit lose foreign reserves (gold
and foreign currencies) and those with a surplus ac-
quire foreign reserves. Such flows of foreign reserves
may affect the- growth of a nation’s money stock. A
controversial issue for each open economy (an econ-
omy with a large foreign sector) is whether its
monetary authorities can offset the impact of an out-
flow or inflow of foreigu reserves on the money stock,
or whether the present system of fixed exchange- rate-s
constrains the domestic monetary policy of these ceo-
nomnies. This question is especially relevant in some
Western European countries which have accumulated
very large U.S. dollar reserve-s over the last few years,
and are also confronted with substantial swings in
their dollar flows.

This article analyzes the controllability of the
money supply in Germany, a country whose- economy
is both highly dependent on foreign trade, and well
integrated into international financial markets. The
article (1) examines two major hypotheses on the
controllability of the money supply in an open eco-
nomy; (2) describes the relationship between the
balance of payments of a country and its foreign re-
serve- position; (3) shows the relationship between
the foreign reserve position of the central bank and
the total amount of base money;1 (4) develops a
model of the money supply process for an open eco-
nomy; and (5) presents some empirical estimate-s for
the money supply process in Germany.

By arranging the- article in this manner, the inter-
relationship between the balance of payments and the
money supply is developed ste-p by step. First, bal-
ance-of-payments influences on the stock of foreign
reserves at the central bank are described; then the
imnpact of foreign reserve-s on the creation of base
money is discussed; and finally the influences of
changes in base money and the money multiplier on
the momley stock are analyzed.

°For valuable comments on an earlier draft of this paper, I
would like to thank Leonall Andersen, Christopher Bach,
Karl Brunner, Albert Burger, Otmar Emminger, Michele
Fratinimi, Donald Hodgmnan, Harry C. Johnson, Jerry Jordan,
Michael Keran, Allan Meltzer, George Morrison, and Case
Sprenkle. I also gratefully acknowledge the- assistance of
Anita Cooper with respect to computer work and language
corrections. Any errors in the analysis are, of course, the
responsibility of the author.

m”Base money” is defined as the net monetary liabilities of the
central bank and the government held by commercial banks
and the nonbank public. It is similar to the magnitude which
Friedman, Schwartz, and Cagan call “high-powered money.”

Two Views Regarding Money Control
in an Open Economy

There are two alternative hypotheses concerning
the controllability of the money supply in an open
economy under fixed exchange rates. One- hypothesis
state-s that the money supply cannot be controlled in
an open economy because any change in the interest
rate diffe-rermtial between countries will lead to an in-
flow or outflow of foreign reserves, neutralizing the
desired monetary impact on the domestic economy.
According to this hypothesis, the interest rate elastic-
ity of international capital flows is relatively high. The
other hypothesis states that the interest rate elasticity
of international capital flows is not so high that coun-
tries lose control over their money supply.

i:x.1f/CCILf.Q./’,. .1

Those who suggest the- first hypothesis argue that
the mnonetary authorities, of a country such as Ger-
many with continuous balance-of-payments surpluses,
are unable to control the money supply and hence
are unable to escape inflation without an adjustment
in the exchange rate.2 Economists of this group are in
favor of more flexible exchange rates as a means of
permitting greater national autonomy in the deter-
mination of the money supply and the price level.
They blame fixed exchange rates for preventing na-
tional economies from adjusting to one another and
from reconciling internal employment and price level
objectives with external balance-of-payments objec-
tives by using “sound” policy decisions.

To illustrate this viewpoint let us assume that world
market prices for a country’s major export goods are
rising relative to prices in that country. Exports of
this country will increase as foreign customers direct
their demand to the relatively cheaper goods, The-
country realizes a trade surplus and receives foreign

2
The view that the German Bundesbank is not in a position
to conduct an independent monetary policy under the pres-
ent intemalional monetary system was recently expressed by
Milton Friedman in an address at Frankfurt, West Germany.
The impossibility of a successful fight against inflation in
countries with a massive balance-of-payments surplus under
a fixed exchange rate system is put forth by Friedrich A.
Lutz and Egon Sohmnen in How Can a Country Escape Im-
ported Inflation? Appendix to the 1964/65 Annual Report of
the German Council of Eeonomnic Experts; Stable Motmey —
Steady Growth (Stuttgart: Kohlhanmmer 1965), pp. 157-167.
See aLso the (1967/68) Annual Report of the German Coun-
cil of Econonmic Experts; Stability in Economic Growth
(Stuttgart: Kohlhammer 1967), p. 193; George W. McKen-
zie, “Intemational Monetary Reform and the Crawling Peg,”
this Review (February 1969), pp. 15-23; Harr?7 G. Johnson,
“The Case for Flexible Exchange Rates, 1969,’ this Review
(June 1969), pp. 12-24; Herbert Giersch, “Growth, Cycles,
and Exchange Rates — The Experience of West Germany,”
\Vicksell Lectures 1970 (Stockholm: Almquist & Wiksell,
1970), p. 26.
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reserves which, unless offset by central bank actions,
increase the stock of base money and hence exert an
expansionary influence on the money stock. The out-
flow of goods and the expansion of the money stock
increase the demand pressure in the country and lead
to an increase in its price level. If the country intro-
duces a restrictive- monetary policy in the short run,
domestic interest rate-s will rise relative to interest
rates in other countries. This will attract international
capital, which will increase the stock of base money
and hinder attempts of the- monetary authorities to
slow the growth of the money stock and curb inflation.

A critical point in the argument of this group of
economists is that capital flows between the advanced
industrialized countries are highly responsive to
changes in international interest rate- differentials. Any
restriction of the growth of a country’s money stock
which causes a deviation in its domestic interest rate
from the international rate results in an increased in-
flow or outflow of foreign reserves until the previous
interest rate differential is restored.

However, premiums and discounts in forward ex-
change markets indicate that interest rate differences
do exist between countries, and that countries have
some freedom to exercise independent monetary pol-
icy. This fact is not overlooked by the economists who
question the feasibility of a fixed exchange rate sys-
tem. Nevertheless, they consider the degree of inde-
pendence of national economic policy to be rather
small. Due to its impact on interest rates, monetary
policy is considered to he of particularly limited ef-
fectiveness in a system of fixed exchange rates. Be-
cause the interest rate effect can be softened if fiscal
policy is used, restrictive- fiscal actions are considered
to be more appropriate than monetary actions in. re-
ducing domestic demand in a country with balance-
of-payments surpluses.3

To achieve this effect the fiscal actions must meet
two necessary conditions: (1) they must re-strain do-
mestic demand; and (2) they must relieve any up-
ward pressure on interest rates. These- conditions are
met if a tax increase is used to repay government debt
held by the private sector or if government spending
is reduced. However, as long as domestic prices are

3For an analytical foundation of this statement see Robert A.
Mundell, “Capital Mobility and Stabilization Policy Under
Fixed and Flexible Exchange Rates,” in Canadian Journal of
Economics and Political Science (November 1963), pp. 509-
517, reprinted in Robert A. Mundell, International Economics,
(New York: Macmillan, 1968), pp. 250-262. See also Egon
Sohinen, Flexible Exchange Rates, Revised Edition, (Chicago:
Chicago University Press, 1969), p. 208 and p. 212.
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not adjusted to prices in the world market, a growing
volume of domestic goods is absorbed by other coun-
tries. Foreign demand merely replaces domestic de-
mand without any relief in total demand pressure.

According to the above analysis, in a system of fixed
exchange rates monetary and fiscal policies can have
only a short-run effect in restricting domestic demand
in countries with a balance-of-payments surplus.
Sooner or later the domestic rate- of inflation will re-
flect the price level trends in the world market. Only
for a very limited period can an economy which is
highly integrated in the- world economy control its
money stock and resist inflationary pressures from
abroad.

Ii~jpotIiesis ii

A second group of economists have suggested the
hypothesis that the monetary authorities can control
the money stock in an open economy eve-n under a
system of fixed exchange rates.4 Economists of this
group assume that the amount of foreign reserves at-
tracted by a rise in domestic interest rates caused by
monetary contraction is smaller than the- reduction of
base money by the monetary authorities. Thus, there
will be a net restrictive effect on the growth of base
money and the money stock. According to this view,
short-term international capital flows will not react to
the observed interest rate differential between two
countries, but rather to the interest rate- differential
adjusted for the forward exchange rate. Movements
of interest rates and the forward exchange rate have
a tendency to offset each other, reducing the incen-
tive for large movements of short-term international
capital. Transaction costs and risks also restrict the
mobility of international capital flows, For all these
reasons, tile interest elasticity of short-term interna-
tional capital movements doe-s not appear so high that
a country would not be able to control its money
supply.

The above discussion indicates that the main differ-
ence between the two viewpoints is that the first
group assumes a rather high interest elasticity of in-
ternational capital flows, while the second group con-
siders this elasticity to be small. Wlmich viewpoint is
correct must he- decided by empirical evidence. Be-
fore presenting evidence 0mm this issue, the relationship

~5eeJ.Herbert Furth, “International Monetary Reform and
the Crawling Peg — Comnment,” this Review (July 1969), pp.
21-25. The German Bundeshnnk and the German Govern-
ment are obviously also very close to this viesv. See the
official “Comments by the- German Federal Govemment on
the- (1964/65) Annual Report of the German Council of
Economic Experts, p. 197.
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between the- balance of payments and the money
stock of a nation will be explained.

The Balance of Payments and the Central

Bank’s Foreign Reserve Position

The simplest relationship between the balance of
payments and the money stock is given by the classi-
cal gold standard mechanism. Whenever a country’s
exports of goods and services exceeded its imports, its
gold stock tended to increase. Since there was a close
relationship between the- gold stock and the money
stock, an increase in gold led to an increase in the
country’s money stock. On the other hand, a country
which imported more than it exported, lost gold, and
its money stock was reduced. Under such a mecha-
nism, the money stock would be primarily a function
of the country’s balance of payments.

Under the present international monetary system,
the close relationship between a nation’s gold stock
and its domestic money stock is broken. A country’s
stock of base money can be altered quite independ-
ently from changes in the stock of foreign reserves at
the central bank.

Changes in foreign reserves at the central bank are
the result of the total balance-of-payments situation.
They are the joint reflection of conditions in domestic
and foreign markets for goods and financial assets as
well as of the domestic economic policy actions of the
monetary authorities. To show this interrelationship
and the impact of the balance-of-payments situation
on the holdings of foreign reserves at the central bank,
three broad categories of international transactions
are distinguished. The first category consists of the-
current account items, primarily exports and imports
of goods and services. The second category consists of
two capital account items: changes in foreign assets
and changes in foreign liabilities. Changes in these
stocks reflect direct investments in real assets, port-
folio investments in long-term financial assets, and
investments in short-term financial assets, The third
category of international transactions consists of mone-
tary transactions involving changes in foreign curren-
cies, official gold holdings, gold tranche positions and
special drawing rights. These transfers can be con-
sidered the balancing items because they represent
the means by which a surplus or deficit in the current
iccount or the capital account is financed.

Change m the sto k of for ip reserves at the
central bank occur within the- following balance- of
payments constraint.

(F ) AF FL)—AFR

The preceding equation shows that a surplus in the
current account does not necessarily lead to an in-
crease in the stock of foreign reserves at the central
hank.5 Changes in foreign reserves also depend on the-
capital account. Foreign reserve-s at the central bank
can increase with a balance- or eve-n a deficit in the
current account, These situations require a surplus in
the capital account, and in the latter case this surplus
has to be greater than the deficit of the current
account.

Factors Affecting the Different

Balance-of-Payments Items

The items of the current account are primarily de-
pendent upon domestic prices relative to prices in
the world market and on domestic income as well as
income in the rest of the world. For the purpose of
this paper, the current account is treated as an exo-
genous variable. There-fore, tile functional relation-
ship is not discussed in detail.

The stocks of foreign assets and liabihties desired
by private economic units are a function of domestic
and foreign interest rates as well as uncovered and
covered international interest rate differentials.° The
desired stock of foreign assets is postulated to be-
negatively related to domestic interest rates and posi-
tively related to interest rates in foreign markets as

°A surplus (deficit) in the current account is a situation
where exports (imports) are greater than imports (exports).
A surplus (deficit) in the capital account implies that
changes in foreign liabilities (foreign assets) are greater than
changes in foreign assets (foreign liabilities).

8
The uncovered interest rate differential is defined as the
foreign interest rate minus the domestic interest rate. The
covered interest rate differential is the short-term interna-
tional interest rate differential adjusted for forward premiums
and discounts. For example, the covered interest rate differ-
ential between the United States and Germany (idin) is
equal to the U.S. money market rate (iUs) minus the- German
money market rate (icE) minus a forward discount or plus a
forward preminm on the- U.S. dollar:

i,~=ius~_i0E+o

The forward discount or premium on the dollar(3) is expressed

as a per cent per annum of the spot rate of exchange:
Pc = spot rate of exchange

= QLIJ?° p~= fonvard rate of exchange
Pa • t t = time period expressed as fraction of a year
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well as to international interest rate differentials. The
desired stock of foreign liabilities is dependent on the
same variables, however, with the opposite signs.

In addition, the desired stocks of foreign assets and
foreign liabilities are- influenced by speculation in
connection with expected changes in the pegged for-
eign exchange rate. An expected revaluation reduces
the desired stock of foreign assets and increases the
desired stock of foreign liabilities.

Besides the independent variable-s mentioned
above, the desired stocks of foreign assets and liabili-
ties have been influenced by actions of the monetary
authorities. Until September 1969, one of the most
important instruments used by the- German central
hank for neutralizing the inflow of short-term foreign
capital was to vary the forward exchange rate for U.S.
dollars and to alter the maturity of its forward con-
tracts with commercial banks! The Bundesbank fixed
the forward dollar rate according to the spot exchange
rate, the interest rate- differentials between the do-
mestic and foreign money markets, and the forward
exchange rate in the free forward market for U.S.
dollars. The fixed forward rate was only applied to
forward transactions with commercial banks, Its main
purpose- was to increase commercial banks’ holdings
of short-term foreign assets.

While the forward exchange policy was undertake-n
to stimulate short-term capital exports of commercial
banks, other measures were introduced to discourage
capital imports. One of these measure-s was a higher
legal reserve ratio for deposits of nonresidents than
for residents. New deposits of nonre-sidents sometimes
have been charged with a required reserve- ratio of
100 per cent, Furthermore, interest payments on de-
posits of nonresidents were forbidden during certain
periods.8

According to the above discussion, the desired
stocks of foreign assets and foreign liabilities are a
function of the domestic interest rates, the foreign
interest rates, the uncovered interest rate differential,
the covered interest rate differential in the free and

7
For a detailed discussion of the forward exchange policy of
the Bundesbank, see Ekhard Brehmer, “Official Fonvard Ex-
change Operations: The German Experience,” in Interim-
tionat Monetary Fund Staff Papers (November 1964), pp.
389-413.

5
For a further discussion of instruments to influence short-
term capital flows, see Rodney M. Mills, “The Regulation of
Short-Term Capital Movements: Western European Tech-
niques in the 1960’s,” Staff Economic Studies No. 46, Board
of Governors of the Federal Reserve System, Washington,
1968. See also Otruar Emminger, “Practical Aspects of the
Problems of Balance of Payments Adjustment,” in Journal of
Political Economy, Supplement (August 1967), pp. 512-522.
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controlled forward market, the free and controlled
forward rate, and a variable indicating speculative
expectations with respect to an upward variation in
the exchange rate.

The symbols X and X2 in Table I stand for adjust-
ment coefficients indicating the proportion of the gap
between the actual and desired stock which is elimi-
nated in one period. The closer X is to 1, the faster is
the adjustment. The- adjustment process implies that
for given values of the variables determining the de-
sired stock, the rate of change of the stock variables
decreases as tile actual stock approaches the desired
stock. The same variables determining the desired
stocks of foreign assets and foreign liabilities influence-
the stock of foreign reserves at the central bank
through their impact on the capital account,

In Gennany, fluctuations in the stock of foreign
reserves at the Bundesbank are dominated by inter-
national capital movements. This is shown in the fol—
loxving chart, where the data for the current account,
the capital account, and changes in foreign reserve
holdings of the Bundesbank are plotted for the period
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Germany
The Impact of the Balance of Payments

on Foreign Reserves
BUi,ons of 0,,.. ft r,m~ Billions oi
Deutsche MO ik Balance on Current Account Deutscte Mock

from 1958 to 1970. During the periods 1958 through
1962 and 1969 through 1970, changes in the stock of
foreign reserves at the central bank followed very
closely the movements of the capital account. During
the penod 1963 through 1968, the impact of the
heavy fluctuations in the current account on the for-
eign reserve position of the Bundesbank, to a large
extent, was neutralized by offsetting movements in
the capital account.

The movements in the capital account, to some
extent, are the result of monetary policy actions. The
Bundesbank used fonvard exchange policy very
effectively in periods of increasing balance of pay-
ments surpluses. In 1960-61, when German interest
rates were higher than U.S. rates, the Bundesbank
fixed a premium for forward dollars, even though for-
ward dollars were traded with a small discount in the
free fonvard market. In 1968-69, interest rates in the
United States exceeded those in Gennany, and the
Bundesbank offered the commercial banks a discount
on forward U.S. dollars which was lower than the
discount in the free forward market.

Sources and Uses of Base Money

In the preceding section, the impact of the balance
of payments on changes in the stock of foreign re-
serves was described. Now the relationship between
foreign reserves and base money xvill be examined.9

In Germany, base money consists of the net mone-
tary liabilities of the Bundesbank and the Federal
Government issued to the private sector. Consolidat-
ing the monetary accounts of the Bundesbank and
the Government, a balance sheet can be constructed
for deriving the sources and uses of base money.

A consolidated balance sheet for base money is
illustrated in Table II on the following page. The left
side of the balance sheet shows the different sources
of base money. The right side shows the uses.

Sources of Base 111on.ey

The different terms of the source base reflect the
impact of the foreign sector, the- behavior of the cen-
tral bank, the behavior of the government, the be-
havior of the commercial banks or a combination of
these influences.

As indicated above, the stock of foreign reserves at
the central bank is equal to the accumulated sum of

0
flase money is defined in footnote 1.
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Table II

Monetary Base in Germany

December 31, 1970
Billions of morksi
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net balance-of-payments surpluses of preceding peri-
ods. In the short run, foreign reserves are to a large
extent uncontrolled by the- Bundesbank. The Bundes-
bank can only change its foreign reserve balances by
influencing foreign assets and foreign liabilities of
commercial banks through variations in the covered
interest rate differential or the legal reserve- ratio for
deposits of nonresidents.

Commercial banks’ borrowings through the discount
window are controlled by the Bundcshank through
changes in the discount rate and the discount quota.
The discount quota is a limit for discount borrowings.
It is fixed by the Bundesbank for each commercial
bank according to its asset and liability structure. This
limit for discount borrowings has been so high in the
past that, \vith the exception of some short periods, it
has had very little restrictive effect.

Open market policy works in a way similar to dis-
count policy, Instead of determining the quantity of
government securities it wants to sell or buy, the
Bundesbank establishes the interest rate at which it
sells or buys short-tenn government securities, With
respect to the- quantity, the Bundeshank is dependent

on the behavior of the commercial
banks to which open market operations
are restricted,’0

Government advances and govemn-
mcnt deposits can be considered as

exogenous variables.” Both are under
the direct control of the Government.
Particularly, Government deposits are
an important instrument to influence
the gi-owth of base money. They con-
sist of three items: regular deposits,
special anticyclical deposits of the Fed-
eral Government and the State Gov-
ernments, and deposits related to an
anticyclical surtax on income. The last
two measures were made available to
the Government by the Stabilization
Law of 1967.

The most important instrnment of
monetary policy with respect to its
quantitative impact on the money sup-
ply, has been required reserve policy.”
Changes in required reserves do not
influence the stock of the source base.
However, they affect the money stock

through the ability of commercial banks
to create money. An increase in the

average required reserve ratio increases required re-
serves and, for a given stock of source base, exerts a

contractionary influence on the money supply. The
quantitative impact of cham~ges in reserve require-
ments is reflected in the monetary base. The mone-
tary base is equal to the source base adjusted for
changes in reserve requirements.”

Table II shows the sources of the monetary base at
the end of 1970, and the foliow-ing chart illus-
trates the growth of the monetary base and its domi-

~
5
For a theoreucal analysis of the impacts of the two dif-
ferent types of open-market policy, see Manfred Whims,
“Bankenverhalten und Offenmarktpolitik” (Commercial
Bank Behavior and Open-Market Policy), in Jahrbuecher
liter Natiorsaloekonomic rind Statirtik (June 1970), pp.
159- 172.

“The German Constitution limits government advances to a
total of 6 billion marks.

‘
2

See Juergen Siehke and Mamifred Willms,”Das Geldangebot
in dec Bundesrepuhlik Deutschland. Eine Empirische Anal-
yse fuer die Periode von 1958 his 1968” (The Money
Supply in the Federal Republic of Germany: An Empirical
Analysis for the Period 1958 to 1968), in Zeitschrift fuei
die Gesamte Staatswissenschaf-t (January 1970), pp. 55-74.

~~13 B’ + B~
B = Monetary base
B’ = Source base
B~= Adjustment component for changes in required reserves

The adjustment component Br is the sum of monthly
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the Bundeshank. Government deposits
exceeded the stock of government se-
curities held by the central bank, and
the Bundesbank became a net debtor
to the government.

Discount borrowings were relatively
small until 1964. Since then their con-
tribution to the monetary base has be-
come more important, with a sharp in-
crease in 1969-70. Over the last five
years, borrowings through the discount
window typically have moved inversely
to foreign reserves. This indicates that
the commercial banks reacted to any
decline in base money due to a reduc-
tion in foreign reserves with an increase
in discount borrowings.

The net government position con-
sists of the stock of government securi-
ties at the Bundesbank plus govern-
incnt advances from the Bundesbank
minus government deposits at the Bun-
desbank. Quantitatively, this variable
is relatively unimportant in Germany
compared with the United States or

Germany
Base Money and its Main Sources
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nant source components for the period 1958 through England. Hon ever in periods like 1961, 1965-66, and
1970. It is obvious that foreign reserves are the largest 1970, it was cffcctixely uscd to offset at the margin
source component of the monetary
base, contributing on the average 84
per cent to tile monetary base (the
corresponding figure for the- U.S. econ-
omy is 24 per cent). Foreign reserves
were at times greater than the mone-
tary base. During these periods, the- mm-
pact of foreign reserves was offset by
an increase in government deposits at

G
The Uses of Base Money

Billions of BiIItor~sof
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fill!

For a detailed analysis see Leonall C. Ander-
sen and Jerry L. Jordan, “The Monetary Base

Explanation and Analytical Use,” this Re-
view (August 1968) pp 7-11.

1958 1960 1962 1964 1966 1968 1970
Source:Monthly Report of the Deutsche Bundesbank
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the impact of an inflow and outflow of foreign re-
serves on the monetary base.

Ff/~f~fl ~7 Base Moncu

Base money is used by the public as currency and
by the commercial banks as reserves (that is,
B5 C + R). The distribution of base money be-
tween currency and reserves is shown in the preced-
ing chart. The amount of notes--and coins held by the
public follows a relatively stable growth path. The
major fluctuations in the source base are related to
changes in the reserve position of commercial banks.
Both the total amount of base money and its distribu-
tion between currency and reserves play an impor-
tant role in the determination of the money supply.
The relationship between these variables is derived
in the model presented below.

A Model of the Money Supply Process
The above analysis indicated hoxv the monetary

base is influenced hy the balance of payments and
the actions of the monetary authorities. The analysis
showed that some components of the monetary base,
discount borrowings and net short-term foreign bor-
rowings of commercial banks, are only indirectly con-
trolled by the BundeshankJm Net short-term foreign
borrowings of the nonhank public are completely
uncontrolled.

In order to forsuulateahypothesis on the- controlla-
bility of the money supply process in an open econ-
omy, the monetary base has to be adjusted for these
variables.15 This adjusted base series \vill be referred
to as the “net monetary base.”

Thenetmontarybas B)msdfind

B B DB+(FAB FL) (FAr flY)
whe- B—Mo etaryba

DR — Discount borrowings
FA~— hurt term foreign a te £ commer al banks
FEB — Short term fo emgn habahti of commer ‘51

ba k
FA1’ hort term foreign ass of the- nonba k

p bli
PIP — Short term fo ign liabthtie of di nonbank

p bli

NW ithin the Gernnn institutional fr-mnie ork, the term coin-
mcrcial b ink is elude pfli itt hank in ing bank and
their centr ii in titutions the ~,ird) banks st t b nks credit
cooperatives and mortga - hank

s
tm

In this adjustment it is m mmcd that all foreign transactions
culminate in changes m fo -egn reserves at the central bank.

The net monetary base can be considered as the
exogenous part of the monetary base-. The- quantity
of money supplied (currency and demand deposits in
the hands of the public), and the quantity of domes-
tic earning assets (bank credit) demanded by com-
mercial banks, can be expressed, respectively, as the
product of the net monetary base and a money multi-
plier, and the product of the net monetary base and
a credit multiplier.16

‘4 — in5
• En

fl k~~B
B Net monetarybas
M— Monyst

— Mo tiuzltmpV r Ia ed to net monetary base
fl Ba edit
kR C d muph r 1 ed one monetarybas

The determn mUon of the-c multiplie s (m” and
k55) is cxplaincd in Appendix II. The multipliers re-
flect the behavior of the commercial banks and the
public with respect to the supply of money and bank
credit. They are assumed to depend on the market
interest rate the diffcrent rates on deposits, the short-
term foreign rate the covercd interest rate differen-
tial in the free forwa d market, the covered interest
rate differential in the controlled forward market, the
free forward rate, the controlled forward rate, the
discount rate, national income, nonhuman wealth,
and the expected rate of inflation.

The policy variables exercise a direct and an in-
direct effect on the supply of money and bank credit.
The direct effect consists of the impact of discount
policy and forward market policy on die multipliers,
and the impact of required reserve policy on the net
monetary base. The indirect effects-are on the mul-
tipliers, related to base-induced changes in the inter-
est rates.

Interest rates affect the money multiplier and the
credit multiplier through their impact on the behavior
ratios which determine each multiplier. The desired
ratio of discount borrowings to total deposits is as-
sumed to depend on the market interest rate and the
discount rate. The desired ratios of short-term foreign
assets and short—term foreign liabilities to total de-
posits are a function of the market interest rate, the
short-tenu foreign rate, the covered interest rate dif-

OThis model of the money supply process is developed within
the framework of the Brunner-Meltzer nonlinear money
supply hypothesis. Karl Brunner and Allan H. Meltzer, “Some
Further Investigations of Demand and Supply Functions for
Money,” Journal of Finance (May 1964), pp. 240-283; and
“Liquidity Traps for Money, Bank Credit, and Interest Rates,”
Journal of Political Economy (January/February 1968),
pp. 1-37. See also Albert E. Burger, An Erplanation of the
Money

5
upp

1
y Process, (Belmont, California-. Wadsworth

Publishing Company, forthcoming 1971).
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ferentials, the fonvard rates, and the discount rate.
The market interest rate and the different rates on
demand deposits, time deposits, and savings deposits
affect the multipliers through their impact on the
currency ratio, the time deposit ratio, the- savings de-
posit ratio, and the reserve ratio~

The demand for bank credit by the public is as-
sumed to be a function of the market interest rate,
the interest rates in other financial markets, the for-
eign money market rate, the expected rate of infla-
tion, national income, and nonhuman wealth.

Equilibrium in the bank credit market occurs when
the quantity of credit supplied by commercial banks
is equal to the quantity of credit demanded by the
public. The equilibrium in this market determines the
market interest rate. Thus, the equilibrium interest
rate can be derived by equating the supply function
of credit and the demand function for credit. Appro-
priate substitution of the equilibrium value for the
interest rate into the money supply equation leads to
the detennination of the equilibrium money stock.
Thus, according to this approach, for a given net
monetary base and other predetermined variables,
the money stock is determined in the process of
reaching equilibrium in the bank credit market.

The interest rate elasticities of the money multi-
plier, the bank credit multiplier, and the demand for
bank credit by the public play an important role in
the determination of the money supply elasticities.

Table itt

I! irtg taped bent tones of the eqo lion, eiq, ic ties of the
045 y irpp w lit it pe t to each at the p eel teoribted variate
cats be den eel 5on~e51 the eta t C ties are shows below

Eta ito of lb Moe y Supply
With S pe to Some ogenac Variables

of the Model

Etasti ity of M with
respect to th a
moo tory base (M,S°)— L~q

ott city of M with
respect to the ii i

to at rate S (M i~ £ tre~ii —

Elastic ly of M with
espect to the for
igri mosey market
at £(M — etmnul q E(kB,i I 1k i }

Note. q E(m I
4k i

Pa instoc e, the notqtien (V i reod~ the e oshtit f Y
with r*spect to X’

The elasticity defined as the ratio of the retotite pert stage
hangs ma V to the retqt ye per e loge cbonge in

The ratio of these elasticities will be referred to as
the “q-factor.” Because of their importance, it is nec-
essary to analyze these- elasticities in more detail. The
interest rate elasticity of the- bank credit multiplier
[E(kn,i)] is postulated to be positive, while the in-
terest rate elasticity of the public’s demand for bank
credit [s(k8,i)] is assumed to be- negative. Conse-
quently, the denominator of the cl-factor is positive.
Therefore, the sign of the q-factor depends on the
elasticity of the money multiplier with respect to the
market interest rate- [E(m~,i)].

The interest rate elasticity of the money multi
pher is the sum of th followmg elasticities

+
c(nmn,i) — E(ma,b).E(b,i) E(mn,f).n(fi)

+5(511 a) E(M) (in r) c

a(m ,t) a(t,z) + aCm, ) ‘a(s,i)

Th signs of the dill rent elasti the- ax pe-cified
above each term. According to this equation an
increas in th market interest rate affects the
money multipi er positively through tim impact on
th ratio for di count borrowings (li the short
term foreign liability ratio (f) th short term for
eign asset ratiu (a) and fit total r we ratio (r)
A negative offe- t on the money in itiplie eman-
ate-s from the impact of an mer a in the interest
rate- on th ti d poit ratio (t) and the s vmngs
deposit ratio (s).

The- interest mate elasticity of the money multiplier
is the sum of positive and negative- components.
Therefore, its sign is theoretically undetermined.
Flowever, the first four of the six elasticity temis in
the above- equation am-c positive, while only the last
two are negative-. Empirical estimates for Germany
show that the contribution of the borrowing ratio to
the growth rate of the money stock was greater than
the joint contribution of the time deposit ratio and the
savings deposit ratio to the growth of the nioney
stock.’7 Therefore, it can be assumed that the interest
elasticity of the money multiplier in Germany is posi-
tive. In that case, the- value of the q-factor is also
positive.

Determining the sign of the q-factor enables us to
derive conclusions regarding the controllability of the
money supply in an open economy. As long as the

liSiebke and Willms, “Das Geldangebot in der Bundesre-
publik Deutschland. Eine Empirische Analyse fuer die Pc-
node von 1958 bis 1968” (i’he Money Supply in the
Federal Republic of Cermany-. An Empirical Analysis for
the Period 1958 to 1968), page 65 and page 69.
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Table IV

G ~MANY

Re9ression Esthnotes of Reduced form £quations for the Marke Interest Rate and the Money Supply
(Guorterly Data~1J1960— it 1970)

Regr tiependent Fun t (w~

14e Variable Font ConIes 0° V \P/ a Pt iH’- S OW SE

log ii? 427 .603 .61 321 07
4643) (7.606J
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B nsa tan base.
Y GN~emma uSed by fleutno Iaotitut net Wutseha orsahun , Rerun,
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I
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Pt-i — Rate at image toasumer I dust lagged hi’ on quarter
sOB annex mosey flia hot rate.

oefBement a ~ St

Xi W Durbrn Watsos stat tea,

S B — Staadaed error a estimate

value- of the q-factor does not become equal to one, of the money supply process m an open economy.
the elasticity of the money supply with respect to the The estimates are derived as reduced-form regression
net source base is still positive, and the central bank equations determining the market interest rate and
mnaintains control over the money supply. Only if the the- money supply. The estimates are presented in
q-factor equals one does the response of the- money Table IV.
supply to changes in the net monetary base become

To conserve degrees of freedom given the limited
zero. number of sample observations, a much smaller num-

ber of independent variables appear in these reduced-
form equations than in the theoretical analysis. There-
fore, in the regressions the market interest rate is a
function only of the net monetary base and national
income, while the money supply is a function only of
the net monetary base, real nonhuman wealth, the
rate of change in the price level, and the domestic
money market rate. In the estimates, the market in-
terest rate has been approximated by the yield on
long-term government securities, and nonhuman
wealth by the sum of financial assets held by the
public at commercial banks. To avoid spurious correla-
tion between the money stock and the proxy variable
for wealth, the latter has been lagged by one quarter.
A similar lag was introduced for the rate of change
in the price level. This variable is assumed to be- a
proxy for price expectations.

The regressions are performed in this manner in
order to obtain estimates of the- value of the q-factor,

Some- Empirical Observations of the that is, the interest elasticity of the money multiplier

Money Supply Process divided by the interest elasticity of the credit multi-

The empirical section begins with some estimates plier minus the interest elasticity of the public’s de--
of elasticities which are important for the explanation mand for bank credit. From the regression results the

Those who argue that the monetary authorities are
not able to control the money stock in an open econ-
omy implicitly assume that the q-factor is equal to
one, and that such a value of the q-factor only results
from the interest rate elasticity of short-term interna-
tional capital movements. In other words, the interest
rate elasticities of the money multiplier and the credit
multiplier of commercial banks are dominated by the
elasticities of short-term international capital transfers.

Others, who assert that the monetary authorities can
control the money stock in an open economy, assume
a value of the q-factor which is smaller than one. They
may argue that any increase in the multiplier due to
foreign borrowings of commercial banks can be neu-
tralized by a reserve requirement of 100 per cent,
and that foreign borrowings of private enterprises
cannot be expanded indefinitely.
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multiplier was influenced by the interest elasticities
of international capital transfers and discount borrow-
ings, some estimates have bee-ri made of the interest
elasticities of the foreign asset ratio, the- foreign bor-
rosvings ratio, and the domestic borrowings ratio for
borrowings through the discount window. The results
are summarized in Table V.

The regressions indicate that commercial banks do
in fact respond to changes in domestic and foreign
interest rate-s according to the hypotheses developed
in the- model of the- money supply process. Particu-
larly, their behavior with respect to short-term foreign
assets and discount borrowings can be explained by
foreign and domestic interest rates.

On the- other hand, it is difficult to explain short-
term foreign borrowings by reference only to interest
rates or interest rate differentials. The best estimates
of the short-term foreign borrowing ratio of commer-
cial banks are reported in Table V. These estimates
suggest that other variables are necessary for the ex-
planations of the foreign borrowing ratio. For one
thing, the foreign borrowing ratio is to a large- extent
influenced by expectations regarding the- re-valuation
of the German mark. Due- to the forward market op-
erations of the Bundesbank, the same speculative im-
pact on the foreign asset ratio was almost completely
neutralized.

The- estimates of Table V show that the interest
elasticities of commercial banks with respect to for-
eign and domestic funds do not deviate substantially
in absolute values,’-” This implies that commercial
banks are indifferent with respect to foreign and do-
mestic funds. It also implies that international capital
movements, insofar as they are related to commercial
banks, disturb the money supply process in the same
way, and with a similar impact, as domestic sources
of borrowing.

The- previous analysis has been (leveloped in order
to formulate and test a hypothesis of the controllabil-
ity of the money supply process in Germany. Particular
attention was paid to the interest elasticities of en-
dogenous variables related to the money supply pro-
cess. A discussion of the technical details of the
money supply process has been avoided. However, a
few remarks \vith respect to the control process of the
money supply seem to be appropriate.

Within the framework of the above model, the
monetary authorities are assumned to be able to me-as-
2OThat is, ]on(aB,x)] is approximately equal to n(b,x)~,where

x = ~ i’0’t, it’s, and i,
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nrc and control the net monetary base, while the
money multiplier summarizes the endogenous non-
policy controlled factors influencing the money supply
process. If the monetary authorities, in the context of
that model, want to control the growth of the money
stock, they have to forecast the value of the- money
multiplier. Once the- multiplier is predicted, the
amount of base money which is needed to achieve
the desired money stock is determined21

In order to obtain the desired money stock, it is
important to make correct estimates of the money
multiplier, As can be seen in the following chart,
the money multiplier derived by the use- of the above
model is relatively unstable- and its contribution to
the money stock fluctuates considerably. Prediction of
this multiplier would be- difficult. Therefore, it is
worthwhile to consider a slightly modified formula-
tion of the- multiplier-base concept in which the money
multiplier is more predictable. The- concept of the
monetary base could be an alternative. The monetary
base includes the discount borrowings and the- net
short-te-nn foreign borrowings which the net mone-
tary base does not include.

If the- monetary base concept is used instead of the
net monetary base concept, change-s in the money
multiplier reflect primarily the- behavior of the- public
with respect to the allocation of their funds between
currency and demand deposits and the- allocation of
their deposits between demand deposits, time de-
posits and savings deposits. Since these factors do not
fluctuate significantly within short periods of time, the-
multiplier relating the- monetary base and the- money
stock would be much more stable and predictable
than the- multiplier which relate-s the net monetary
base to the- money stock. The chart shows that the re-
lationship between the monetary base and the- money
stock is much closer than the relationship betsveen the-
net monetary base and the money stock. Regression
estimate-s for the period 1/1958 to 11/1970 indicate-
that 80 per ce-nt of the variance of quarterly changes
in the money stock resulted from change-s in the
monetary base, while- only 16 per cent of the variance
of changes in the mnone) stock \vcre cxplarned by
changes in the- nc t monetary base

R2 D-W SE
AM .19~+ 1,222AB 80 2490 .99

(12189)

— 1,232 .4o7aBn .16 2293 203
~%841)

“For a further analysi of ~‘ control proc of the money
supply alon r th e- lint sec lionel Kali. h, A Study of
\Ionev Stod Control Journal of Finance (September
19 0), pp. 761-776.
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Of course, the- observed close relationship between
the monetary base and the- money stock doe-s not solve-
the- control problem. In order to control the- monetary
base the monetary authorities have to offset move-
ments in the uncontrolled components of the mone-
tary base- through changes in the controlled com-
ponents. However, the monetary authorities gain in-
formation by predicting the multiplier which is re-
lated to the monetary base. The- probability of a wrong
forecast is much smaller for the- base mnultiplier than
for the net base- multiplier.

To analyze whether, and to what degree, the- Ger-
man monetary authorities have in the- past been neu-
tralizing undesired influences on the- monetary base, a
regression equation was estimated in which it was
assumed that discount borrowings and net short-term
foreign borrowings are the- noncontrolled components
of the monetary base-. If the- monetary authorities
offset all or part of the- movements of the- monetary
base components which are not subject to their direct
control, the regression coefficient in the following
equation should be negative and statistically signifi-
cant. For a perfect offset, the- regression coefficient
should be equal to minus one.

S(I~ bE FA FL) tro amA(DB PA FL

Usin central duff rence of qu ft ny data for the
period I 195 II 1970 produced the followmg
results’

I? D-W sZ.
ACE B VA L)—

.824. .873A(DB VA ) .8Z 1,578 .76
( 1 566)

The- estimates indicate- that the- monetary authorities
responded to change-s in the components of the- mone-
tary base which are not under their direct control.
According to these- results, the monetary authorities
neutralized on the average 87 marks for each 100
mark change in discount borrowings and net foreign
borrowings in the period under consideration.

With respect to the question of the’ controllability
of the- monetary base in an open economy, it is of
interest to analyze the offsetting behavior of the
monetary authorities with respect to changes in the
total amount of foreign reserves. If a change in the
stock of foreign reserves is considered to be the vari-
able to which the monetary authorities adjust the
domestic component of the- monetary base, the regres-
sion coefficient for change-s in foreign reserve-s should
be- negative and statistically significant.

A(B FR)~ +t3onAFR
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Germany
Changes in Foreign Reserves

and Domestic Sources of Monetary Base
Billions of Quarterly FirstDifferences’ Billions of
P!utsche Mark Adjusted Deutsche Mar~

mug qnante ly eentr I chfferen of da for the
period 1/1958-11 1070 the estinmat s for this qua-
tlon~are:

fl2 fl-W LIE
A(B F~)— .795 .883AF11 79 1693 70

12.114)

According to the results obtained, the- monetary
authorities on average offset about 86 marks out of
each 100 mark change in foreign reserves through
opposite- changes in the- domestic component of the-
monetary base.

The- offsetting behavior of the monetary authorities
with respect to changes in the stock of foreign re-
serves also becomes obvious in the above chart. Quar-
terly first differences of seasonally adjusted data of
foreign reserve-s and the domestic part of the mone-
tary base are plotted for the period from 1958 to 1970.
The chart shows that the- variations of these variables
are more or less mirror images of each other, indie-at-

ing that the- monetary authorities re-
sponded strongly to the- inflow or out-
flow of foreign reserves.

In recent years the German economy
has experienced a heavy inflow of for-
eign reserves, primarily U.S. dollars. In
real terms the cost of this inflow is a
loss in goods and services, In financial
tenns the primary influence of the flow
of foreign reserves in the short-run is
on the- money supply process. One way
to eliminate the continuing inflow of
foreign reserves into Germany is to de-
velop a more flexible exchange rate
policy. The other alternative is to main-
tain the present fixed exchange rate
system and have the monetary authori-
ties neutralize the impact of change-s in
foreign reserve-s on the money supply
process.

In the past the German monetary

~ authorities have been relatively suc-
cessful in neutralizing the- impact of

—4 ~ the- noneontroiled or indirectly eon-
trolled components of the money supply

I ~ process by changing the directly con-
trolled components. The most important
instruments for offsetting the impact
of changes in the- none-ontrolle-d com-

ponents of the money supply process have been the
required reserve policy and a change- in Government
deposits or special antics’clie-al deposits at the- Bundes-
bank. According to the- theoretical analysis of this
paper, if the monetary ai.mthorities can control the net
monetary base, very- extreme- conditions must occur
before the money supply cannot be controlled. The
empirical estimates of the- interest elasticities of the
endogenons variables of the money supply process
indicate that the observed elasticities are sufficiently
low that control of the money supply can be- main-
tained in the short-run.

In the long-run the- use of monetary and fiscal poli-
cies to offset domestic inflationary pressure arising
from an inflow of foreign reserves means that Ger-
many trade-s iny-e-stment and consumption goods for
foreign currency. lIe-ne-c, ill me-al terms a policy’ of
controlling inflation ill a fixed exchange- rate system
results in welfare- losses for the German economy,

Conclusions

This artic~is ovaikjh~08 Reprint No, 67.
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a~ Ratio of short-term foreign assets of commercial
banks to total deposits

a” Ratio of short-tenn foreign assets of the nonbank
public to total deposits

B Monetary base
W Net monetary base
Br Adjustment of source base for changes in re-

quired reserves
B’ Source base
b Ratio of discount borrowings to total deposits
C Currency in the hands of the nonbank public

CN Coin
e Ratio of currency to demand deposits of the

nonbank public
D Demand deposits

DB Discount borrowings
Ex Exports of goods and services
e5 Ratio of bank credit to total deposits
FA Short-term foreign assets
FL Short-term foreign liabilities
FR Foreign reserves at the central bank
fB Ratio of short-term foreign liabilities of commer-

cial banks to total deposits
f~’ Ratio of short-tenn foreign liabilities of the non-

bank public to total deposits
GA Advances of the central bank to the government
GD Government deposits at the central bank
G55 Government securities in the hands of commer-

cial banks

GSa Government securities in the hands of the central
bank

g8 Ratio of government securities in the hands of
commercial banks to total deposits

Tm Imports of goods and services

£ Market interest rate
Discount rate

1
d Interest rate on deposits

ig Rate on government securities
i, Foreign money market rate
1

dife Covered interest rate differential
K~’ Supply of bank credit to the public
ka Credit multiplier

k” Demand function for bank credit by the public
M Money stock
mn Money multiplier related to monetary base
tm Money multiplier related to net monetary base
p Domestic price level
H Total reserves of commercial banks
R~, Required reserves related to domestic deposits
R~ Required reserves related to foreign deposits
R’ Excess reserves

r Ratio of total reserves to domestic and foreign
deposits

r Average required reserve ratio on domestic and
foreign deposits

r, Average required reserve ratio for domestic
— deposits
r~ Required reserve ratio on foreign deposits
~ Required reserve ratio on demand deposits
rt Required reserve ratio on time deposits

r, Required reserve ratio on savings deposits
Ratio of reserve adjustment component to total
deposits

S Savings deposits
Ratio of savings deposits to demand deposits

T Time deposits
Ratio of time deposits to demand deposits

Y National Income
W Nonhuman wealth
8 Forward rate

ir Expected rate of return on real capital

APPENDIX I
Alphabetical List of Symbols

APPENDIX II
Behavior Functions and Multipliers

Determining the Money Supply Model
In the model developed in this article the money sup- The commercial banks influence the money supply

ply is determined by the joint behavior of the monetary process through their portfolio behavior, that is, through
authorities, the commercial banks and the nonbank the adjustment of their assets and liabilities according to
public, changes in policy variables and relative prices of finan-

cial assets. In the- following analysis the consolidated
The behavior of the monetary authorities is mainly balance sheet of all commercial banks consists of these

reflected in the movement of the- net monetary base: items:

(Al) Bn=B~~~DB+(FAB_FLB)+(FAP_FLP) (A2) GSB + KB + FAa +R = D + T+ S + DB + FLB
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The assets and the- borrowings from the central bank
and from abroad are related by coefficients to the total
amount of deposits. The following functions and their
derivative-s specify the- hypothesis regarding the behavior
of commercial banks:

Supply function of commercial banks’ funds to the
government (= demand function of commercial
banks for Government securities)

(A3) GSB = g~(i,i,ig,ir.i—,r) [D+T+S]

with g~> 0 and ~ < Q0

Equation (A3) indicates that commercial banks will
increase their demand for Government securities if the
central bank raises the rates for these assets. On the other
hand, an increase in the market interest rate, the dis-
count rate, the rate in foreign money markets, the cov-
ered interest rate- differential in the controlled forward
market, or the average- required reserve ratio will induce
a reduction in the demand for Government securities by
commercial banks.

Supply function of bank credit to the- public (rr de-
mand function of commercial banks for private do-
mestic earning assets)

(A4) K’~= eB(i
1

,ig,ir,i___,r) [D+T+S]

with e~> 0 and ~ < 0

Supply function of commercial banks’ funds to foreign
markets (= demand function of commercial banks for
foreign earning assets):

(AS) FA
5

= aB(i,i,ig,ir,i—,r) [D+T+S]

with ~ > 0 and ~ < 0

Demand function of commercial banks for discount
borrowing:

(A6) DB = b(i,i,ig,ir,r) [D+T+S]

with b
1
,b

3
,b.,bm > 0 and b

2
< 0

Demand function of commercial banks for foreign
liabilities:

(A7) FLB = fB (i,i,ig,ir,fr,r) [D+T+S]

with ~ > 0 and ~ <0

Demand function of commercial banks for re-serves:

(A8) Rr(i,m.rr) [D+T+S]

with rm,ra > 0 and ri < 0

Total reserves (R) consist of reserves required against

domestic deposits (Rs), reserves required against foreign

deposits (Hr), and excess reserves (R’), where

0
The symbol gB (j = 1,2,6) represents the derivative gB

The independent variables with a bar are policy variables.

Rh~rdD+rtT+r,S=rh(D+T+S).
Rrrr+FL”,
R’r’ (D+T+S)

Sine-c R =

and FLu f~(D±T+S),
then 11n1 (D+T±S) + rr [P (D+T+S)]

+ r’ (D+T+S);
simplifying - -

R = (n,+rrP+r’) (D+T+S).

The desired total re-serve ratio (r) is a weighted average
of the required reserve ratios on demand deposits (ri),
time- deposits ia), savings deposits (rs), foreign liabilities

of commercial banks (rr), and the excess re-serve- ratio (r~:

r = rh+rrP+r°

The behavior of the- public is described by three alloca-
tion parameters and the demand function for commercial
bank credits. * Equations ( A9) through (All) relate
currency and two different types of deposits by allocation
parameters to demand deposits of the public.

Demand function for currency by the public:

(A9) C = c(i,ie,Y,W)D

Demand function for time deposits by the- public:

(Alo) T = t(i,id,Y,W)D

Demand function for savings deposits by the public:

(All) S = s(i,irm,Y,W)D

The- demand for bank credit by the public is assumed
to be positively related to the interest rate in another
financial market, to the expected rate of return on real
capital, as well as to national income and nonhuman
wealth, while it is negatively related to the- market interest
rate and the- foreign interest rate.

Demand function for bank credit by the public:

(A12) K” = k”(i,i,in,it,ir,Y,W)

with ~ > 0 and ~ < 0

Using the- following definition of the net monetary base

(Al3) 13” = C+R+Br — DB+(FAB_FLB)+(FAP~_FLP)

[c+(r+i~_b+a’~_P+a”—P)(l+t+s)JD

and the definition of the money stock

(A14) M = C+D = (1+c)D

the relation between B” and M is given by

l+c
(Al5) M = ~(r+?_b+aB_~.PTa~_f1’) (l+t+s)

The tenn in the- brackets is the- money multiplier which
is related to the net monetary base. The money multi-
plier related to the- monetary base- is described in (Al6).

1-H
(A16) M = [c+(r+n(l+t+s)]B

00
Short-term foreign assets and liabilities of the nonhank public
in this model are related to total deposits of commercial
banks by allocation coefficients similar to those in equations
(AS) and (A7). The reasoning is that short-term interna-
tional capital transactions of commercial banks and the non-
bank public are considered to be close substitutes for each
other. In addition, they are to a large extent dependent on
the same arguments with the same signs of the derivatives
of the behavior functions.
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The- explicit formulation of the credit multiplier is de-
rived from the balance sheet of the commercial banks.
According to this balance- sheet, bank credit is defined as:

(A17) K
5

= D+T+S+FL)’+FL”+Dl R--CS
5~
FA

= (1+f~~+f~’+b_r_gB_a)(1+t+s)D

APPENDIX III
Calculation of the Elasticities

Total differentiation of the logarithmic form of the
money supply equation leads to:

(A23) dlogM = dlogB’+ E(m”,i )dlogi+r(m~,ia)dlogid

+r(m”,ir)d1ogin+a(m~,i)dlogi+.
Substitution of equation (A22) into (A23) results in:

(A24) dlogM = (1__q)dlogBn+[r(mn,is)_qE(kB,iei)l diogia

+ [e(m’,I) — qE(kR,i)]dlogi+
qE( k

t
’,sr)dlog,r + qe(k”,inn )dlogirir

+ [E(m”,i,) + q[a(k”,i,)
— E(kB_ir)]dlogir +

The elasticities in Table V in the text are derived from
the last equation.

The- relation between bank credit and the net mone-
tary base is give-n by:
(AIS) K° ~1+f+f+hrga) (1+t+s)

c±(r+7—b—f~—f”+a)(1+t+s) 1W

The- term in brackets is the credit multiplier.

Solving for the- bank credit rate gives:

1 i dlogW-l-[~(k
1

,i)
(t\22) dlogi = E(kn,i)_e(kr,i) ~—

_~(kB,i,)]dlogi
1
+[e-(k”,Y)—~(k

15
,Y)]dlogY

~

+a( k”,ir~n+r(k”,i,, )dlogid ( ~ )dlogi ]‘

The- equilibrium condition in the- bank credit market is
specified by equating the- credit supply and the- credit
demand functions. In logarithmic form this can he writ-
ten as:

(AlY) logB~I+logkB= logk”

Total differentiation leads to:

dB” I / lc° ~ k” ak”
(A20) ~—+—(‘-~-~- di +~did+~r-dir+—~—di+ ...

B” kJ’ as all as al

= ~rC~— d,+ $~-dira+~k—dic+

k a! ale-n all air

Equation (A20) can be written as:

dlogB”+e( kB,i )dlogi+a(k
8
,is )dlogis+e(kB,im )dlogim

(A21) +r(k
8
,i)dlogi+.

=r( k”,i)dlogi+r(k”,iu,~)dlogin,,+n( k”,im )dlogir
+e(k”,ir)dlogir+....

3
The- ellipses indicate that similar terms for

3
de-g, i,,irg,8.5,Y,

and W have to be added.
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